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Russia will start construction of the second line of the Turkish Stream gas pipeline, but only if
the European Union provides legal guarantees, Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has
told members of the business community. 

Turkish Stream replaces South Stream, a pipeline that was due to run to Central Europe via
the Black Sea and Bulgaria, but was scrapped in December 2014 under EU pressure because of
Russia's annexation of Crimea that March.

Turkish Stream is expected to be constructed under the Black Sea, bypassing Ukraine, with
one line aimed at supplying Russian gas to Turkey and the second line planned for the transit
of gas from Russia to the EU. The route of the second line has not yet been finalized.

"Given the negative experience of the South Stream, we will be ready to do that work [to
develop the second line of the pipeline] only after receiving firm legal guarantees from
Brussels," the minister told the Association of European Businesses in the Russian Federation



on Oct. 31, according to a foreign ministry statement. 

Lavrov said that the growing needs of countries in Southern and Southeast Europe could
justify the extension of the second branch of Turkish Stream to the EU. 

“We see considerable interest in this from a number of EU governments … I still hope that
common sense should prevail, because in the energy sector we are natural, interdependent
partners,” he said. 

Lavrov took a further pop at EU policy, saying it was “hardly necessary to say in detail that
attempts to isolate Russia, to punish it for an independent foreign policy, to make it change
have failed.”

The total cost of the project is estimated at $7 billion. Russian energy giant Gazprom has
already signed roadmap agreements for pipeline development with Bulgaria, Serbia and
Hungary.

In early September, Gazprom said that work on the Turkish Stream is moving ahead steadily
and deals with contractor Petrofac for the construction of on-ground gas pipelines and a gas
terminal near Kiyikoy in Turkey were signed.

The company also said that it will allocate 50 billion rubles ($854.2 million) for the Turkish
Stream pipeline project in 2017, raising its original funding from 42 billion rubles.
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